Erratic behavior of nitric oxide within the immune system: illustrative review of conflicting data and their immunopharmacological aspects.
The literature data assembled in this article document the variation of immunobiological effects of nitric oxide (NO). A number of factors are obviously responsible for the diversity, ranging from inactivity, alleviation, but not rarely to exacerbation of certain pathogenetic processes. A better understanding of NO interactions with the immune system can only be reached if more complex experimental designs to study the effects of reactive nitrogen species are adopted in the future. They should integrate major participating variables and take into account pharmacodynamic/kinetic aspects of NO production in triggering the ultimate effects. If manipulation of NO in the organism by means of recently developed NO inhibitors and NO donors is to become a rational tool of immunopharmacological strategies, detailed knowledge of their pharmacologies and toxicologies is urgently needed in order to differentiate between the effects of NO and other side effects. Hopefully, this approach could improve the predictability of the clinical outcomes of NO manipulation.